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bt x’ be 8 cQmp&ct metric space. A map p : X3 + x which has the prqxrty 
that ~(x,x,y)~Cic(r,y,x)_~(y,x,x)=x fur aH x, VEX, is cailesi amixe~. It is 
known, [5], that each compact AR has a mixer and that a continuum with a mixer 
ii C”O and IX? Comquently, for finite dimensional ccn*imm, having a mixer is 
i3c@wwh*-~o wig-an &L 
We have tried for some time to pr~e that each continuum with a mixer is an 
AR. IP this WWR true, then this would yield a nice “internal’ characterization f 
CQ&+%‘A%%.’ In kh6 &-c&em of trying ts s&e this pmb iem we found that each 
cmtimolmx X with a mixer having an apen cover by sets contractible within X9 
is LE.C (for definitions, ee Section 2). Since it is unknc~wn hether aE’s USC csntin- 
uulirx isan ANR, this does n@ sCrlve our problem but i &Q**s that our question is 
reletv~~t, 
Let X be compact and let c,c :X 3 -+ X be a mixer. The wmpactncess of X easily 
implies the following 15, Lemma 1.21: i b ’ . 
(*) if x,,, ym, z,, (n E IV) are points of X such that the seqwrtciw fi&, d&ii ~(y,& both 
converge to a E Xi, then the sequences bc (x,,, yn, 2;: N,, (cl k, 2:“, y,A ltnd 
(&zn, xn, yn))” conwerge to a. 
As is clear from the proof of [S, Theorem 1.31, this property of mixers its of 
crucial importance. In the presence of compactness (*) is w&q~tic&y true but in 
the noncompact ase this need not be the case. We therefore are forwd to include 
(*) in the definition of a mixer for arbitrary (metric) spaces. 
De&Bhioe 2.1. Let X be a space. A mixer for X is a map p : X3-*X which satisfies 
(*). 
Notice that if p :X3 -DX is a mixer, then ~(x, x, y) =@,‘x, y, x) ==tb(y, x x)=x 
for all x, y E X. A symmetrik mixer is a mixer JL : X3+X which has t 
propertythat~(x,y,r)=CL(x,z,y)=~(z,x,y)=’-.for8Ux,y,EEX. 
Lemma 2=2. Let X be a space and let p :X3+X be a mixer. If Y E X mad if l+Y is a 
neighborhood of x in X, then there is a neighborhood V of x such &at 
@((VX vxx)v(vxxx V)v(Xx vx V))c u. 
Proof. If not, then for all n E N we can find a,,, b, E U(x, llrt) and cc, 1~ X (here 
U(X, 1 fn) = (z E X: d(x, z) c l/n}) such that, without loss of ge%ztility, 
cc (ano b,, en) g U. (1) 
Since lim, _.aD a,, = x and lim,,, b, = x, by (I) lim,,, F(an, b,, cl,; = x, which cmtrsa- 
diets (I). 
l’n the above lemma we have identified another important property of mixers 
and it leads us to the definition of a local mixer. 
. A local mixer of a space X is a map fi : U -+X where w is 8 
neighborhood of the diagonai b(X) in X3 suck that if xn, yn, zs (1% G fU) are points 
of X such that the sequences (x,), an (yn)” both canverge to a E X, ahen there is 
an me so that the secluences (P (x,, y,,, tn))nrm, (p+k, zn, ~db-~ and 
(II Cdtn, x, y, 0, am converge to a. 
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Pmaf. Use the same 
, > >,_I -, .“’ 
CoroItary 2*4. Let X a space a& let p be a 1;ocal mixer for X, There exists an 
open cmer V of Xsuch that fur all V E y we have that 
(V& vxX)w(vxxx V)w(Xx Vx V&dorn(&4). 
- This leads us t0 our first nontrivial result. 
Theorerm 2.5. Let X be a space having an opem cover by p&-connected sets. If X 
has a (&al) mixer, then X is (LC”) C”. 
hf. We will first shuw that X is locally path-connected. To this end, let x E X 
and let U be a neighborhood ofx in X. Let V be a path-connected neighborhood 
of x. In addition, let e be a (local) mixer for X. By Lemma 2.3 there exists a 
neighborhood W of x su.ch that 
p((WXWXX)v(WxXxW)w(XxWxw))uJrx (2) 
Take a, b E W and let f :.:I + V be a path with f (0) = a and f( 1) “9 6. Define g : I + X 
bY 
g(t) = fi (a, b, f (5)). 
since 8(0)=5~(Q,b,f(O))=Cl(a,b,a)=ca and g(2)=~(a,b,f(l))=~(a,b,b)=b,g 
is-a path aqecting a and b, In addition, by (2), g(I)c W. This proves that X is 
locally path-connected. That X is LC?‘, and C”O in case dom(& = X3, can now be 
proved in precisely the same way as in [S, Theorem 1.31. 
We will now shqw that each A@J)R has a (local) mixer (even a symmetric one). 
In the compact case this is easy [S]; the general result needs ome justification. 
Let Ik be a space and let d be a metric for X. Without 1~s of generality, 
diam(X) s 1. Let 2 be the set of all bounded continuous real valued functions on 
JY and put, as usual, 
It is well known that 2 is a normu;d linear space. and that t function cp : % -+ Z 
defined by 
Q(X)(Y) = dIx, yd 
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Define a function p : 2’ + Z by ’ , / 
dfl,$ f2, fdn) = the middle one of Mx), f&i and f&J. 
IO is chr that y is well defined and continuous. 
2,6. fig i!r G symmetric mixer. 
, v is symmetric. Suppose that limnaacr fn = g, lim,,, h, = g a:ild take 
arbitrarily. We have to how that 
Let E > 0 and find m E RI so that Pf fn, g)< e and P(hA, g)< E for tiI n 3 FN. Take 
x E X. Without loss of generality assume that fA (n) G h,(x).. Sinm pifn, .k,o k,)(x) E 
[fJx), h,,(x)] it is clear that 
IsIx) -cc (fn, k, kb)‘, c 26. 
Define Y= p(cp(x)'). 
Lemma 2.7. q>(X) is closed in Y. 
I%oof. First observe that, since J,J is a mixer, Q(X) c Y. Now take x,, &X an8 
assume that lim n+oO Q(&) = f e Y. Assume that f#ti Q(X). We wili derive a ‘contradic- 
tion. There are points po, ~1, p2 E X such that 
f=P(Q(Po),Q(Pd, Q(Pz))- 
Since f ti Q(X) and since JL is a mixer, pi # pf whenever i ;L: j. Choose 8 > 0 ~ch that 
whenever xE X then there exist two distinct i, j E @,I, 2) with d(x, pi) W ‘and 
d(x, pi) > 6. Let n3 E IN be such that 
for all n 2 m. Without loss of generality, d (xm, p1) a d (x,,,, PO) 3 8, Since p (q(xm), f) < 
S it follows that 
and consequently, 1 f(x,)l < S. By definition of p, 
f(x,,,j = middle one of d(po, x~), d(p,, x,) and d(p,, x,1. 
Since f (x, ) E [Id (xm, p& d (x,, pl)] we conclude that f(x,) > 8, This is a con tra&~tion. 
‘R’fmomf2,8; L&X be an A(N)R. Then X has a symmetrk (local) mixer. 
4. 4. ; <I ,^.’ 
Pm& Define: Q, p, 2 and Y as above, Since X is an ANR, there is a neighborhood 
U of q(X) in. Y and a retraction r: U+q(X). L% V = ~-‘(U)n~~X)3. Notice 
that V is a neighborhood of d@(X)) in Pi. 
4 ‘B&M+ or’ fti~$&~& W:+.JU~(X) pjy e(fi g, h) = r(p(f, g, at)). Since p is a mixer 
and since r is continuous, 6 is a local mixer. In the same ‘way it is easily seen that 
each AR has a mixer. 
CoMhuy 2.% Let X be a finite dimensional space. If X has an open c02rer by 
path-connected sets, then % is an ANR iff X has a local mker. In addition, if X is 
path-coranected, then X is an AR iff X has a mixer. 
Proof. This is a direct cunsequence of Theorems 2.5 and 2.8 and Dugundji $1. 
\ 
A local equiconnect~tig function for a space Y is a map h : U x I + Y wlherc U 
is a neipkkrhood of the diagonal in Y X Y, such that h (~0, ~1, i) = yi (i E (0, I j), 
and A (y, y, t) = y for every yg, yl, y CE Y, t E I, An equiconnecting function for a 
space Y is a local equiconnecting function the domain of which-is Y x Y x I. We 
say that Y is EC (LEG) if it admits an equiconnecting function (a local equiconnect- 
ing function). 
3. TIN main resrmlt 
In this section we present our main result that each space X with a local mixer, 
having an open c6)ver by sets c&tractible within X, is LEC. Let X be a space with 
local mixer p. If A, B are subsets of X then we write A c,JS provided that 
(a) (AxAxX)u(AxXxA)u(XxAxA)cdom(p); 
(b) y((AxAxX)u(AxXxA)u(XxAxA))U?~ 
Xf $I and V’ are coverings of (subspaces of) X, then we write % s V if $1 refines 
V (i.e. if each U E % is contained in some V E “Y). We shall write 49 sP V if for 
each U E % there is a V E o/” with U c, V. We say that % is a p-re$nement of %“. 
By Les\ma 2.3 for any open cover % of an open subset of X there exists an open 
cover Vwith VG,#, 
We now come to our main result. 
be a separable metric space wing an open toiler by sets 
If X has a local mixer, then X 1 
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of W onto some point xu E X, Let * ,be an arbitrary apenk cxnw. of Xl Tim9 time 
clearly exists an open cover ‘V = {V(i): i = 1,2, . s .} of X which is star finit(e a~d 
countable, Hanner [4], and such that 
is a common refinement of both t%t and 90. We also assumeA thatVm+‘4im if 
i # j and that p is star finite’. . 1 
For each i E N we can find an infinite sequence ( V(i,‘n))zba of open sets tith 
the following properties 
C’(i) n V(i) = 46 *v n 2 0: V(i, n) n V( j, n) = 0; (2) 
3 I/E:%3 Uod&o: fi V(i,n&UnU~. (3) 
n=O 
Let ni be equal to 
l+numberof VO?vit~ $%V(i)#pJ. 
Fur each 16 k s ni let w’(i) be tin open cover of V(i) such that 
w#(iJ is point finite; (9 
if wk E ;Jl/;r(i) meets v(/~ Y)., then Wk c V(j, n + 1). (6) 
Let ry : N-, N be 8 function sud, that a(i) G ni for each i E Pd. For each x EX, we 
put W(ar, x) equal to the intfzsection of all sets Wartl)~ Yt’&~(i), i e N, with the 
property that ther\= isa seque MX of +yy 
with Wk E W,(i). Notice that W(a, x) is an open set, since Y and orR( are *point 
finite. This defines an open cover W(a,) = { W(a, x): x E X}, which clearly is a 
p-refinement of K 
The equations 
a&) = “ri for each i E N; (7) 
--.- 
~k+dQ=ak(i)-1 if t’(l*+l)nVof~ 
determine 8 sequence of func 
r Pat W&+ W(CUO). We will show that for each space Y and for any two -ciose 
go : bY -+X (i.e. for each y E Y there is a 
mall homotopy joining fo and go, This i0usIy implies that X is LEC. 
Recall that a homotopy P; : Y x [0, I] -) X is %+rrs~N if for each y G Y there is a 
L? E % with F({y)x CO, 11) c ,‘): We add the foliowin definition to this: two 
homutopies F, G : Y x [0, I]+ X are called jointly %mW if far each y E Y there 
isa U&with 
F(b) x lo, 11) u WY 1 x LO, 11) = TV. 
For each i G IV, let A(i) = fG’(m)n go’(m). Since: ‘##“o G F, aad since f. and 
go are qyO-close, it follows that {A(i): i E M} is a cIosed cover o Which is Iocally 
finite since p is star-finite. In order to simplify our inducti nstruction of a 
homotopy fo = go let us define f-1 = fo, g-1 = go, V(Q = , A(O) = 8, and, F. :,C1 =+, 
Gc : g-1 = go are constant homotopies. 
We will now construct two sequences ofmaps 
(fr : Y-*x):0, tgi: Y-+x):0 
and two sequences ofhomotopies 
with the following properties: for each i a 0 
[ 1, i] 4 and Gi are jointly W(a+smail; 
D, il if Y EUjsiA(j), thenfiW=ghG; 
[3, i] if y GA(j), then fi({yx[[O, 1])uG~({y~xEO, 11)~ Vtj, 9; 
[4, i] if v e A(j), and if either ‘t’(i)nm = 8 10r j < i, then fi and Gi are 
constant at ;. 
These conditions are tr vialiy true for i = 0. Assume these mappings have beern 
properly constructed up to i * 0. By (I), we can fix a Urysohn map hi+1 : X + [0, 11 
which is 1 on V(i + 1, i) and 0 outside V(i + 1, i + 1). Fix U E %O with LTzO V(i + 
1, n) c U, cf. (3), and define HI+1 :X x [0, l] -) X by 
F&, hg+l(.x) * t) 
Hi+1 (x, t) = (* if x E V(i + 1, i + I), otherwise. 
Hi,1 is obviously well defined and continuous. Then define 
Since Fi 
fy 
Fi+dy, t) = p(fi(yh gAy ), #+I WY), 8)) 
Gi+l(Y, I’) = ‘. Ifi( gify), Hl+t (&(Y’v 0) 
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l+G?tifiCUtiOM of [1, i + 1] CznQ OJ’ [14, i -f- l]; Let y e Fs 
one fi(y), gi(y) is in V(i + I, i-+1) 
IQ E x !mcll that for each sequerxe of 
(vl;/;G 
fi(y) and gr(y ) am both in 
Consider a sequence Of type 
But w Q,+ t(k) c= V(k) c V(k, 0) c V(k, f + l), whence by (21, 
a-- 
V(k)n V(i+I)Z& 
and consequently crl+l(k) = ai( 1. in the &OW sequence (lo), the set preceding 
IY =:,:!Q is th:erefore of type W aAk~~ %C&&k) and it contain fi(y) a\nd g$(y) by 
assumption. As p maps WEttk) XX into Wao+ltt), we find that 
‘This proves that F 1+1 and Gr+* are jointly W(ai,&smafI at this y. A:&mc next 
that neither fr(y) nor gi(y) are in V(i + 1, i + t ). Then, by construction 
Pii+i Cfi(Y), t)=fitY)~ Hi+1 f&(Y), t)“&(Y), 
and the homotopies Fi+ I, Gi+l are constant at y. As fi and gi are W(rr&close, and 
since W(~r& W(ai+p), we find again that Fi+l and G if 1 are jointly Sx&I of order 
(Q,+~) 3t y, completing the proof of [l, i+ 11. 
If y E A(j) and if mn V(i + 1) = 0, then by [4, i], fi(y) and g&Q are in V( j, i) 
and hence in iJ(i, i f l), whence by (1) and (2), fi(y) and s(y) are not in Vfi + 1, i + 
1). Applying the a,bc&ve argument, jibe homotopies Fi+ 1 and Gi+l are constant at y. 
If, on the other hand, j c i + 1, then j pi and h(y) = gr(y) by [Z, i]. Again, the 
homotolpiei: F1 + 1 and Gi+ 1 are constant at y since p is a mixer. 
Vwificafimt Of [2, i + I]. Let y E lJ ,Sfcl A(j). If y E .A(/) with p’s & then fi(y) = 
y) by [?. ill and by construction, fi+l(y’= g,+i(y). If y E A(i + 1), &en by la, i] 
i+itY) ‘= tctfi(Y)~ f (y), Xu)l= gi+l(y). 
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wa,,,(k)n Wi, 0 iffl 
&dW X P, 11) c W&+,W c W j, i -t 1). 
A similar argument works for C&+1, 
This completes the iriductive construction ofour sequences ofmaps, and we ~CW 
proceed with the construction ofa suitablle homutopy etween fo and go. First, 
A?: Yx[O, l-J-+X 
as follows: if y E A(j) and if t c 1, then fix an vt E N with 
n-l n 
---its- 
n n-I-1’ 
Then we put 
H’(y,t)EF.(y,n(n+l)(t-y)). 
Forr=!,weput 
Xf y E A(j)nA(k) with e.g. i < k, then by [4, j + I], . . . , [4, k], we find that the 
homotopies Fj.+l, . . . , Fk are constant, and hence /j(y) = fk(y). This shows that H’ 
is well defined on I’. 
H’ is continuous on k(j) x [0, I]. Indeed, we only need to look after t = 1. Let 
0 be a neighborhood of H’(y, l)=fi(y). Let P be a neighborhood of y in .A(j) 
wfih f,(P) c Q. Then for all t > j/( [ + 1) and for all y’ c P, we find that 
WY’, t) = fi(y’) E Q, 
using the conditions [4, I], Ia j + 1. As the fami%y of all A(j) is a I~cdly finite 
closed c*)ver of Y, we find that H’ is ccmtinwus. 
In a simitar wagt we construct ahomato 
by puttin 
If (y, t) = H’(x, 2t) ifoa=& 
M(y, t)= H’(x, 2-2i) if asrc 1. 
As 
we find by 13, n], n E P4 that (assuming y E A(j)) 
HWXP, UC CJ VU, 4, it=41 
whereas by (3), there is a U E % containing the right hand set. T’nis shows that H 
is a -smalls homotopy joining fo with go. 
The problem whether the ANR property is equivalent to the existence of a local 
mixer is still far from being solved. The construction of eventual counterexamples, 
in view of Theorem 3.1, promises to be rather difficult I “Classical’ counterexamples 
in ANR thczy seem to be unuseful, cf. e.g. Borsuk’s example of a (contractible) 
locally contractible metric continuum which is not an (AR) ANR [I]. 
By [3], this space does not admit a local equiconnecting function, and hence by 
Theorem 3.1, it cannot carry a local mixer. 
As is clear from Section 2, certain spaces carry a very ‘natural’ mixer. We don? 
kti ow whether every Banach space has a ‘natural’ mlixer (of cows&, by Theorem 
2.4, every Banach space has a mixer). 
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